Ergonomic Laboratory Chairs and Stools
Health protection and higher performance through ergonomic workplace swivel chairs

For over 30 years, our products are well known for healthy seating and standing at the workplace. To ensure the outstanding quality which you have a right to expect from us, we develop all components in-house and manufacture them with utmost care.

As a medium-sized company, we can flexibly respond to your individual requirements and requests in the laboratory, clean and wet room. And if something is not available, we invent it for you – in line with our maxim: „Impossible don’t exist!“
Those who sit well, work better – and good and healthy seating starts with ergonomic Werksitz products. Our modular chair portfolio (page 16) convinces in laboratories, clean and wet rooms with disinfectable, easy to clean surfaces, sophisticated technology and ergonomics for fatigue-free, relaxed working. The best example for this is the in-house developed asynchronous mechanical seat support system to independently adjust seat and backrest tilting angle; or, in addition, ergonomically designed operating elements, such as the backrest bracket of the KLIMASTAR model (p. 10-11).

WERKSITZ – Quality from A to Z
For us, quality does not end with long-living products: Our goal is to support you perfectly with our services – from consulting over design, material selection and manufacture up to customer service. DIN EN ISO 9001 certification and the GS mark can be taken for granted as well as the fulfilment of all safety and quality standards prescribed by DIN 68 877 and the German Workplace Order § 25. Werksitz quality means for you: Our products meet your requirements optimally, today and in the future.

WERKSITZ – Materials for laboratory needs
The material combinations of our laboratory chairs such as stainless steel and closed-cell polyurethane or clean-room suitable imitation leather meet the highest function and cleanliness requirements in laboratories or clean rooms. They are easy to clean and hard-wearing – and can be disinfected if required.
WERKSITZ – Quality that can be tested and measured
During manufacture, we attach greatest importance to the high quality of our materials. This is why we can offer our 5 year WERKSITZ warranty, if the products are used in a careful and appropriate manner. The 10 year spare part replacement guarantee ensures the sustainable availability of spare parts to you.

The comfort-revolution
Viscoelastic PU upholstery make sure that you sit comfortably and well-tempered. The body temperature heats up the material, increasing its elasticity.

Environmentally aware and innovativ
These are no contradictions for us; we attribute importance to sustainability and the conscious use of environment-friendly production methods and materials.

Test us and order a sample model to your choice for two weeks free of charge!
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Classic Swivel chairs

with imitation leather seat and backrest

Werksitz Classic swivel chairs are ergonomically mature work-chairs for application in many areas thanks to their flexibility and versatility.

also available in conductive version

WS 1320 KL
with Ergo-backrest -014/13.2
According to DIN 53160, Werksitz imitation leather is:

- Disinfectant resistant
- Urine resistant
- Blood resistant
- Sweat resistant
- Saliva resistant

**Color-chart**

- Labmint No. 200
- Light grey No. 201
- Turquoise blue No. 208x797
- Dark grey No. 207x3120
- Saphire blue No. 207x729
- Anthracite No. 207x1049
- Fire red No. 207x1173
- Black No. 217x293
- Black, ESD No. 202

Printed colours may differ slightly from the actual colours.
Classic Laboratory Chairs

Swivel chairs for the chemical industry and laboratories (GMP areas)

For more colours, please refer to our PU colour chart, see page 18
Ergonomics
• High seating comfort through integral foam upholstered seats and backrests with integrated climate ducts
• Asynchronous backrest and seat adjustment with variable backrest tilting adjustment for optimum workplace ergonomics

Perfect cleaning
• Closed GMP seat support cover of plastic and chromed, polished metal parts
• All materials are washable and disinfectant-proof (e.g. INCIDIN)
• For S Class laboratories also available with microbe-protected PU parts
• Safety gas pressure spring with tube protection

also available in conductive version

High chair
WS 1211 GMP
with -04 GMP
Klimastar

Swivel chairs in PU integral foam versions
For more colours, please refer to our PU colour chart, see page 18

Ergonomie

• Unique climate comfort also for prolonged sitting thanks to special perforated, integral foam upholstered seats and backrests
• Asynchronous backrest and seat adjustment with finely adjustable backrest pressure for optimum ergonomics at the workplace
• The high backrest supports the upper back section and relieves the spine

High chair WS 9211
with armrest -010CH.90
with step-up rail -04.90

Footrest
WS 5050 GMP
Perfect hygiene

- Removable cushions, easy to clean
- Every employee can have his or her own cushion (multi-shift-operation)
- Easy to clean chrome-plated or polished metal parts
- All materials are washable and disinfectant-friendly (for example INCIDIN)

also available as conductive version in black color

“I feel fine with Klimastar!”

WS 9220 with armrest
-011CH.90
Standing supports and stools

Optimum support at the workplace
For more colours, please refer to our colour charts on page 7 and 18

Ergonomics

• Seat tilt 2° to 15°
• Seat height adjustment by means of a safety gas pressure spring
• Swivel stool for relaxed seating and optimum mobility in any height

WS 3020 PU Classic GMP with footcontrol -079 and imitation leather backrest

WS 4211 T GMP
Perfect cleaning

• All materials are washable and disinfectant friendly
• For Class S laboratories also available with microbe-protected PU part

also available in conductive version

WS 3020 PU Classic with footcontrol -079

WS 3520 KL GMP
Saddle chair with imitation leather backrest
Optimum hygiene in wet and clean rooms

Swivel chairs made of V2A for wet rooms

Special Features

- All materials washable and disinfectant-friendly
- Metal corrosion-resistant against humidity and water
- Model WS 1411 GF HPU with water-repellent, acid and solvent resistant seat coating
- For Class S laboratories available with microbe-protected PU parts
- Five-year Werksitz warranty (two years for gas spring)

For more colours, please refer to our PU colour chart, see page 18
Swivel chairs for clean rooms

The combination of materials, for example chrome and imitation leather meets the highest standards required for clean rooms in terms of functionality and cleanliness. These chairs are easy to clean, hard-wearing and can be disinfected, if required.

- Certified for Class S clean room as per DIN EN ISO 14644-1
- All materials washable and disinfectant-friendly; imitation leather cushion is DIN 53160 compliant and urine, sweat and blood resistant.

„Robust and hygienic – my first choice!“
As versatile as your needs

The WERKSITZ-modular system

Our special modular system provides almost unlimited options; all components are screwed on and plugged in.

This ensures that all chair elements are easy to replace. You can therefore create your own individual chair, which can be supplemented by a wide range of additional accessories.

• Indivudal design and equipment
• Simple assembly
• Robust design
• Top quality
• Long lifetime
We would be pleased to manufacture customised solutions for you.
You will receive a Werksitz product with all of the known benefits: high quality and at the cutting edge of current research, technology and occupational health know-how.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PU-cushion</th>
<th>PU</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>Imitation leather</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klimastar</td>
<td>Classic</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td>IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seats</td>
<td>Bases*</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*can be combined according to DIN68877

For more information, please see our comprehensive colour charts and our broad range of accessories on pages 7, 18 and 19!
WERKSITZ-PU-Color chart

Our comprehensive colour chart offers you an individual colour design, on request also according to your corporate design requirements:

**PU-colours**

![PU-colours](image)

- RAL 9005 Black also available as ESD-Version
- RAL 7035 Light grey
- RAL 6026 Opal green
- RAL 5018 Turquoise blue
- RAL 5023 Distant blue
- RAL 5002 Ultramarine
- RAL 3003 Ruby red
- RAL 3001 Signal red

*) Surcharge

**KLIMASTAR-PU-Color chart**

![KLIMASTAR-PU-Color chart](image)

- RAL 9005 Black also available as ESD-Version
- RAL 7035 Light grey
- RAL 7045 Telegrau
- RAL 6026 Opal green
- RAL 5018 Turquoise blue
- RAL 5023 Distant blue
- RAL 5002 Ultramarine
- RAL 2001 Red orange
- RAL 3001 Signal red

Printed colours may differ slightly from the actual colours.
The broad range of WERKSITZ accessories

We are happy to assist you individually about reasonable applications!

Our range includes, e.g.:

• Swivel locks to fix the seat position
• Step-up rails for comfortable use of high chairs
• Armrests in different designs, also in colours matching the PU cushions
• Footrests for comfortable resting your feet

Do you need a special chair? We are the specialist für individual solutions!

Special accessories:

• Headrests upholstered with fabric or imitation leather
• Ergonomic seat cushions made of hard-wearing black fabric
• Backrests, XL-size
• Pelvis belts an full belts safety harness
• Five star bases in different variations, available with footcontrol or fixing brakes
• Chrome-plated disc bases
• Mobile special base frame on castors, available with pump mechanism
• Armrests for blood withdrawal
• Deposit boxes

…
A comprehensive selection of work chairs for various applications is presented to you in our main catalogue.

In addition to our ergonomic workplace concept, we offer Werkstep workplace mats to ensure safe standing.

We will be happy to assist you!